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As at-home lockdowns are expanded and
prolonged across the world, we analyse how

social media and tech are stepping in to
connect, entertain and educate consumers

who are isolated, lonely and boredNew Yo rk Times



While we may be physically isolated from
one another, people have never been more
connected. Social platforms and other
digital tools are helping people cope in a
society of fear, bridging physical barriers
with digital solutions.

Difficult times lead to clear perspectives,
and both brands and people are proving
that spreading kindness matters now more
than ever. Exercising humility, they're
sharing their isolation experiences to feel
less alone and they're prioritising
celebrations, digitally party-hopping (see
@pfh_partyfromhome, and its community-
generated document of events to join) and
taking to their windows to spread joy with
music or to applaud health workers.

While the coronavirus is weakening the
global economy, the human spirit remains
strong thanks to digital solutions. In this
report, we identify the ways that human
connection is transforming in the midst of
this crisis, and how it will shape our future
relationships with each other and brands
in a post-Coronavirus society.

At the end of 2019, social feeds erupted
with messages of hope and optimism as
users braced for a fresh start in a new
decade. Now, four months into 2020, our
feeds depict a very different world than we
could have ever imagined or prepared for.

Countries across the globe are facing
unprecedented realities as citizens are
being told not to travel or leave their homes
in order to reduce the community spread of
the coronavirus. How people connect with
one another IRL is being rewritten in this
time. With fear and anxiety at an all-time
high, physical touch has disappeared and
handshakes have become risky behaviour
rather than a welcoming gesture.

Isolated for an unspecified length of time
and discouraged from physical contact,
loneliness and depression are creeping in,
leaving people in danger at the expense of
this new normal. Prolonged levels of
isolation have been linked to mental and
physical health risks, with loneliness said to
be as lethal as consuming 15 cigarettes per
day and linked to early mortality rates. Alyssa Burks

Analysis
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https://abc7news.com/society/quarantined-new-yorkers-clap-for-essential-workers-%7C-video/6058316/


"Social distancing doesn't mean
emotional distancing… We don't

forget to be civil, we don’t forget to
be human just because we have to
keep our physical distance apart.”

– Dr. Sue Varma, psychiatrist

Virtual solutions: Fear and anxiety are
running high, which can trigger those with
mental illness (about 10% of the global
population) to spiral. Brands such as the
NBA are stepping up to prioritise the
mental wellbeing of fans. Teaming with
Kaiser Permanente and Headspace, the
league is acting as the connective tissue
between fans and the preservation of their
mental wellness. Young audiences are also
being offered the chance to seek support
in spaces they spend time. Snapchat's
Here For You feature is a mental health
solution to help users cope. It was released
earlier than planned to ease Covid-19
anxieties.

Rebranding loneliness: "In our language,
we only have one word for being alone,
and it’s called loneliness, which sounds
like a weakness... it sounds like we need
company to be happy,” says former monk
turned social media star Jay Shetty. He
suggests rebranding loneliness to solitude,
which represents strength in being alone.
Shetty recommends investing in ourselves
through creativity or learning, and curating
spaces in the home to spark internal joy.

Staying at home will make us lonelier, but
social media will be a lifeline and a link to
others during this crisis. Emotional
connections will be more important as we
face isolation, higher levels of anxiety, and a
longing for physical touch.

Fighting loneliness: We know loneliness is
on the rise and can be linked to social, with
73% of 'heavy users' feeling lonelier than
52% of 'light users'. With stay-at-home
orders in place to slow the spread of the
virus, social is becoming the solution,
keeping us connected and emotionally
resilient. People are seeking support online,
and ASMR could be a tool to help them feel
less alone. Align with creators such as
Sophia Michelle as a short-term solution to
help consumers cope.

Loneliness was a threat before Covid-19, but
it's potential long-term effects are becoming
more dire as the virus disrupts the globe.
While it's leading to economic damage, it's
also pushing us into a 'social recession',
where societies crumble due to poor human
interaction, which could have lasting
effects, especially on vulnerable
populations.

Loneliness: A Social Recession

https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/mental-health
https://www.snap.com/en-US/news/post/introducing-here-for-you
https://www.instagram.com/p/B99LG5bgWC9/
https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/85979/page/5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAQTKmu0K2Y


"We FaceTime each other to talk. It
seems like a long-distance

relationship, even though it's not."

– Angelo di Gregorio, 24, Italy

Emotional dating: Two young men recently
out of work took inspiration from the
popular Netflix series Love Is Blind, where
contestants form emotional connections,
to create a virtual dating experiment on
social media. Love Is Quarantine brands
itself as a dating service, linking singles
looking for love and encouraging them to
chat over the phone to align with social
distancing orders. Across its Instagram,
contestants share confession-style videos
that honestly document their experiences.
The project aims to redefine how we date
and emphasises emotional connection
over physical, signalling what could be a
new normal in a post-Coronavirus society.

Isolated love: New York photographer
Jeremy Cohen achieved viral fame after
creating a content series documenting a
digital meet-cute with his neighbor. With
so many singles looking for connection
while isolated at home, consider teaming
with dating platforms to offer exclusive in-
app promotions or to help tell similar
human stories.

Intimacy will be both challenged and
enhanced in the wake of this pandemic.
Forecasters expect a baby boom as couples
are confined to their homes, but they're also
predicting a spike in divorces, which can
already be seen in China as the country
begins to return to normality. Following
more than two months spent indoors,
divorce fillings have started to rise there.

Panic dating: The society of fear has
become a reality in 2020, with fear-based
social posts giving rise to panic buying, as
people hoard necessities. The fear of being
alone for an unspecified amount of time
has now led to panic dating, with singles
scrambling to find someone to hunker down
with. Panic dating has created an 'artificial
cuffing season', causing dating app usage
to soar. Bumble reported a spike in
impacted cities of San Francisco, New York
and Seattle from March 13-20, with in-app
messaging up 26%, 23% and 21%
respectively. Bumble also saw a 13% spike
in Gen Z adoption and a 21% uptick in video
calls during the outbreak, with each lasting
14 minutes on average.

New Yo rk Times

Dating & Social Distancing

https://www.instagram.com/loveisquarantine/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/B-DGTwiDA_b/
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URL celebrations: From February 15 to
March 25, daily downloads of the video-
chat app Houseparty soared from 24k to
651k, while Facebook Messenger saw a
70% spike in group calls in mid-March.
From party-hopping between group happy
hours to enjoying videos alongside peers
in social forums (see Instagram's new co-
watching feature), digital tools are uniting
isolated groups, transforming our idea of
normal. Brands are also adapting: Chipotle
now hosts virtual lunches featuring
celebrities and up to 3,000 fans.

Planting a future: Donald Trump has
referred to himself as a wartime leader,
suggesting Covid-19 has become a war-
like battle, and people are now tapping
into this mindset. We are seeing a rise in
'victory gardens', inspired by those planted
during the world wars to safeguard future
livelihood. A group of young people in
Ohio crowd-sourced a community garden
to feed needy and housebound locals,
using digital support via Go Fund Me,
which saw a 60% growth in Coronavirus-
related initiatives between March 20 and
24, from 22k to 35k.

In times of uncertainty, humans combat
fear, loneliness and anxiety with solidarity.
As people across the globe are forced to
stay indoors and adjust to a new normal,
they're turning to digital forums and tools
to replicate the feeling of being together IRL.

Community connection: Normally when
tragedy strikes, people come together, but
given the circumstances, social hashtags
are replacing physical hugs. Dazed
launched a 'digital campfire' with its
#AloneTogether initiative, encouraging
people to use the hashtag to share their
work and creative pursuits. The brand
employed influential figures to lead
interactive programming across social
channels, engaging directly with followers
and creating a digital archive of this truly
unique moment in time. We're also tracking
new communities on social media that are
built on the stories shared by their
followers. Stories of Isolation is an
Instagram account that encourages
followers to share personal experiences of
isolation in order to spread knowledge and
help others feel less alone.

@alyssbo wen

Dazed

Collective Togetherness

https://about.instagram.com/blog/announcements/coronavirus-keeping-people-safe-informed-and-supported-on-instagram
https://www.gofundme.com/f/x9fwz-help-us-start-our-community-garden
https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/86694/page/8
https://www.instagram.com/storiesofisolation/?hl=en


and Patrick McDowell took to Instagram to
reach out to followers and volunteer to
help those in isolation in their local
London area with accessing food. The
NBA's Acts of Caring initiative encourages
players and fans to share how they are
supporting their peers and communities
using the hashtag #NBATogether across
social media.

Social service: Influencers have also
shifted their content to support followers
with job leads, information-sharing and
accessing necessary projects. On China's
Xiaohongshu, content shifted from fashion
to tips for surviving isolation. In the US,
The Slow Factory shared an open-source
document to spread accurate information
on the coronavirus and create positive
community change.

Nadya Okamoto's text-to-support initiative
encouraged donations to her non-profit so
that it could continue to serve women in
need, and Freddie Smithson, Burberry's
senior creative lead for social, is featuring
freelancers who have recently lost work on
his Instagram account to help connect
them with new opportunities.

In 2015, we said kindness is currency, and
this remains true in 2020 amid Covid-19. As
loneliness sets in, spreading kindness is
creating joy online, and has a new sense of
value. In New York, for example, locals take
to their windows to applaud the healthcare
workers on the front lines, capturing it all
for digital audiences. In 2018, kindness
became a new KPI to measure businesses,
but amid the Coroniavirus, kindness has
now become more important than all other
metrics.

Open-source caring: As called out in our
2020 Marketing Forecast, brands are
teaming up to benefit consumers and the
greater good of the world. Caring is the new
cool and consumers expect brands that
have the bandwidth to step up with
solutions for society. People can now track
brand kindness before purchasing to ensure
they're spending with 'kind' companies. Did
They Help is a new search tool educating
users about how brands and celebrities are
supporting the crisis, categorising them as
"heroes" or "zeroes". In another strategy,
British fashion designers Phoebe English

@vbiancav

@gir lbo ss

Kindness Is the Only KPI
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https://didtheyhelp.com/


new at-home work dressing, with a come-
as-you-are spirit, whether that looks like a
designer dress or Crocs paired with socks.

The isolated 'new effort era': we called out
a new era of effort on social media in our
Social Drivers report, noting that
Instagram is made for curating while
TikTok is made for creating. We are now
seeing Instagram users post filtered,
aspirational depictions of life in isolation,
while on TikTok, content is highly produced
and focuses on the mundane struggles of
working from home. #lifeathome is
trending with 2.6bn views.

WFH creativity: Despite our differences,
humans are united by our current shared
circumstances. Working from home allows
more time for creative pursuits to flourish,
and gives participants more confidence in
the comfort of their homes. As loneliness
sets in, leaders are democratising access
to creative discussion. Musa Tariq, global
head of marketing at Airbnb Experiences
hosts a daily Zoom meeting, sharing the
link on his Twitter feed to encourage
followers to join the brainstorm and
inspiration sessions.

Millennial homebodies see the home as a
sanctuary, and were already spending more
time indoors pre-pandemic, but as
governments now force us inside, the home
is becoming a place of loneliness. In this
new reality, social tools are helping to
distract people from their imprisonment,
allowing them to form digital connections
over shared interests with others.

Threads of unity: Fashion is emerging as a
common thread to link people together and
help them to maintain a sense of purpose
and creativity amid a prolonged period of
isolation. Reminiscent of the early outfit-
tracking hashtag #ootd, which has been
rendered almost obsolete, hashtags that
speak directly to the quarantine are taking
off. For example, the hashtag
#goingnowherebutfuckitimgettingdressed
has picked up steam in the last few days,
attracting more than 3k posts.

People are also turning to a centralised UGC
community called @wfhfits, which
encourages followers to submit daily looks 
while in isolation. The account celebrates 

@wfhfits

@shanteco sme

Social Homebodies

https://www.wgsn.com/content/board_viewer/#/86305/page/5
https://www.instagram.com/p/B9zPDbDAGqq/
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Learning binges: During home isolation,
people are no longer time-poor, winning
back hours that were previously spent
commuting. Looking to make the most of
this time, they're turning to Masterclass, an
educational platform bridging influential
figures with paying students, which is now
offering free Q&A live sessions. They're
also embracing digital tools to learn from
each other in the livestream. @th-oughts is
a peer-to-peer education platform offering
Instagram Live sessions each weekend,
featuring expert insights from popular
creatives, who answer crowd-sourced
questions. The project humanises the
creative's status and democratises access
to information.

Knowledge gamification: To encourage
young audiences to take coronavirus
seriously, the WHO invested in connecting
with them on the platforms where they
spend time. To combat misinformation the
WHO disseminated the #safehands
challenge, while Snapchat launched an
interactive in-app trivia game with WHO-
approved facts.

There's no escaping the constant-stream of
coronavirus news that has infiltrated our
digital spaces. Everyone with a phone has
become an expert with an opinion – just
look to this Twitter stream of self-appointed
pundits. In these challenging times, the
mental health of global societies is strained,
as misinformation litters social platforms
and creates widespread distrust. Knowledge
is power, and how it is shared can have
implications on our relationships.

Fact over fiction: The WHO coined the
reaction to the virus as an infodemic – "an
over-abundance of information – some
accurate and some not – that makes it hard
for people to find trustworthy sources and
reliable guidance when they need it". The
Reddit message board /r/coronavirus offers
a solution. With 1.8m members, it's one of
the most accurate forums for information,
but unlike Facebook, Reddit does not
employ a team to fact-check. Expert
moderators manually police posts,
providing the ultimate service to the public
for free, so they can connect with each other
and the information based on fact, not
fiction.

@mccarthylauren

The Knowledge Conundrum

https://www.instagram.com/th__oughts/?hl=en
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https://www.reddit.com/r/Coronavirus/


Scientific clout: Consumers will still seek
fashion and beauty advice as an escape or
as a coping mechanism for the new
normal, but they will also want to connect
with the facts to keep safe. With this,
science is becoming newly cool, and
doctors are being tracked by social
audiences the way starlets are typically
monitored. Stan accounts have emerged
for US health experts Dr. Fauci, the
immunologist who has become a national
hero, and Dr. Birx, who is attracting fans of
her sartorial choices at daily press
briefings via closet accounts on
Instagram.

Political hybrids: Traditional influence is
not dead, as many macro-influencers step
up to help people understand the gravity
of the pandemic. The US Surgeon General
Dr. Jerome Adams called on Kylie Jenner,
who then took to her 16m Instagram fans
with a plea to stay home. NBA player
Stephen Curry took it one step further,
going live with Dr. Fauci for 30 minutes to
bring the information directly to his 30m
fans, who were able to submit questions.

In the quest for accurate information, who
and what we find influential and inspiring
has changed in a matter of weeks. As
influencers rework their content strategies,
politicians and scientists are becoming a
new source of inspiration. They're aligning
with authenticity trends that have become
synonymous with traditional influencers,
helping us see a more unfiltered world.

The new influence: Human interactions are
scarce in this period of home isolation,
leading us to emotionally rely on those who
hold our futures in their hands. Michelle
Collins articulated this humorously in a now
viral piece for Marie Claire, where she wrote
how New York Governor Andrew Cuomo's
daily press briefings provide her with the
comfort of a digital hug. His daily presence
on her screen and his New York-style
candour offer reassurance that he's there
for her, she said, during these uncertain
times. Politicians will take on the role of
influencer as long as viewers find peace in
their updates, the way an algorithm feeds
us what we want to see daily.

@kyliejenner

@d o cto rbirxlo o ks

People & Power
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Joyful sounds: With musicians forced to
postpone live performances, they're taking
to social with stripped-back and uplifting
covers. The Colorado Symphony used
mobile phones to individually capture a
performance of Ode to Joy. Videos were
strung together to create a full symphonic
experience, earning 381k views. Students
at Berklee College of Music used a similar
tactic, virtually performing What the World
Needs Now Is Love, earning 1.2m views.

Interactive performances: Writer Suleika
Jaouad launched The Isolation Journals,
which is a 30-day project promoting small
daily acts of creativity through written
word. In April, influential writers and
musicians will lead journaling prompts,
encouraging people to share ideas with
each other and #TheIsolationJournals.
British actor and rapper Riz Ahmed had to
cancel his Long Goodbye tour, opting
instead to host a three-day interactive
YouTube event titled The Long Lockdown
Festival. "You stay at home, we provide the
entertainment," read the Instagram invite.

Hunkering down inside, people are
streaming, gaming and sharing ideas in
digital settings. As isolation minimises IRL
connections, digital entertainment needs to
be interactive or community-focused. Users
are hungry for experiences that incorporate
them and push them to feel something.

Digital nightclubs: On the first Saturday
night of quarantine in the US, Instagram
users attended Club Quarantine – a virtual
party hosted by DJ D-Nice on Instagram
Live, where he played music for nine hours.
Famous VIPs virtually partied alongside his
1.8m followers. New York nightspot
Nowadays unveiled Virtually Nowadays, a
live DJ set streaming nightly between 8pm
and 12am. Looking to monetise, it's using
Patreon to encourage donations to keep its
physical doors open. Similarly, a global
audience of 5,000 people tuned in to a
virtual rave which livestreamed from an
empty Brooklyn warehouse via Twitch.
'Cloud clubbing' has emerged in China,
where users can interact with the DJ by
sending messages.

@rizahmed

Quarantainment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJ6-vRVgZLM&feature=emb_title
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In a virtual format, Spatial can solve
workplace loneliness, though access to
hardware would need to be democratised.
It can also help solve collaborative issues;
Mattel, for example, has used the tool to
connect designers with real-time feedback.

Digital milestones: As schools across the
globe shut their doors, students are not
able to celebrate key milestones.
Desperate to experience these events
together, they're taking to virtual formats.
Teens in Texas built a virtual prom in the
multi-player video game Minecraft, sourced
song requests on Instagram, and used a
Discord server to communicate the way
they would IRL. In Japan, elementary
students built a mock graduation using
the same game.

Brands can easily tap into these moments
across social. Fashion labels can develop
digital prom dresses and beauty brands
can launch AR Try-on features without
producing or shipping during these
logistically challenging times. Emotionally
connecting with consumers now can build
life-long loyalty in a post-Corona world.

Simple interactions in digital forums can
help build emotional connection and
combat loneliness. Tools such as Human
Online have emerged that facilitate digital
human connection between strangers and
create safe spaces where silence and
slowness flourish.

Third Spaces: Interest in AR and VR is set to
grow as consumers become familiar with
digital environments during this period of
home isolation. While physical stores are
closed, virtual spaces like those offered by
Obsess (an AR and VR shopping platform
letting brands create immersive shopping
experiences) could help retailers reconnect
with consumers. Third spaces can also
transform how we work. With the virus
enacting the largest work-from-home
experiment ever, how we do our jobs will
become more tech-enabled, and where we
do them will matter less. Spatial is an AR
and VR collective computing platform
transforming how workers create and
collaborate remotely, using 3D avatars.
Spatial has the potential to unite us and
satisfy our needs for human interaction.  Twit ter

Virtual Interactive Solutions
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Cheap thrills: While brands may not be
able to deliver long-term happiness at the
moment, they can offer joy and a sense of
escapism, even if just for a minute. While
Disney World is closed, Virtual Disney
World (not affiliated with the park) is open
for business, inviting thrill-seekers to
engage with the infamous rides for free, in
a 360-degree format on YouTube.
Pokémon Go, the AR game that transports
players into a phygital, gamified world, is
also being redesigned for indoor use.

Viral moments: Social gauntlets are
evolving beyond the walls of TikTok. As
boredom sets in at home, people are
engaging in social competitions like the
push-up challenge. These sorts of fleeting
social moments encourage ritualistic
monitoring of the app and take up time for
those now facing an abundance of it. The
explosion of quarantine memes (see
celebs as hand sanitiser) also distract
from the current grim reality, and remind
viewers to wash their hands.

Fatigued by the abundance of distressing
updates on newsfeeds, consumers are
seeking respite. At the same time, brands
and influencers are developing
entertainment and experiences that curb the
global flow of anxiety and fear.

Unlikely champions: While non-essential
businesses across the globe have been
forced to close doors as the virus spreads,
live shopping network QVC remains open,
where hosts peddle items to a demographic
of mature American women, with little
mention of the virus. The New York Times
published a satirical piece about the matter,
but in actuality, the network is providing
viewers with an in-demand service. One
comment to the New York Times article
read: "QVC (and HSN) are such a welcome
escape for me during these anxious times. I
almost forget about the scary world for a
minute when I tune to In the Kitchen With
David!" Brands can learn a lot from this:
don't feel pressured to be a news outlet. You
can still serve audiences with humour and
light relief.

@but tsand evans

Tapping Into Escapism

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYyJUEtYv-ZW7BgjhP3UbTg/videos


• With students out of school and adults
working from home, launch learning
initiatives that incorporate peer-to-peer digital
interaction. Look to Jr. NBA at Home, which
lets young basketball players practice and
learn despite not being able to play with a
team during the coronavirus pandemic.

• Meet audiences in the spaces where they
spend time, and don't be afraid to incorporate
positivity into your messaging. Consider
aligning with a wellness expert to re-centre
audiences and help them cope with the
mental strain of uncertainty. Outdoor Voices
launched a Virtual Recess, offering a 15-
minute interval of endorphins via Instagram
Live.

• As people face a period of prolonged
loneliness, host virtual events where fans can
meet digitally. Consider hosting a URL party
on Zoom for top customers or most-engaged
social followers. Otherwise, team with a local
club or DJ and empower the audience to vote
on a theme or a performer.

@q uarant ined .s

@nied ermuller

@lo stwithpurpo se

Action Points

https://jr.nba.com/jrnbaathome/
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